DID YOU EXPERIENCE IT? »

The lunar trifecta?

Here's what might have happened at your clinic during the Super. Blue. Blood. Moon. Yes, it has sway but not always in a blood-of-your-enemies sort of way.

911: What's your emergency?

Terrier: "Um, my owner has been missing for 5 seconds."

911: "Have you tried eating the toilet paper?"

Enter the equine client.

Client: "My horse always has the weirdest problems."

You: "Another colic?"

Client: "No, she's wickedly smart and sneaking out again."

Client: "I have no idea..."

You: "Cat presented with injured pelvis after attempted flight launch (?) ."

Client: "Is a full recovery even possible? I mean, will there be an extra rectum?"

You: "Some reconstructive surgery may be required but, yep. We can handle it."

Alumni, it might be just another day at your clinic but remember, if you encounter a great teaching case as a result of the blood moon or otherwise, refer, refer, refer.

A lunar trifecta is of course, orange-ish in color, because, well, it's amazing and quite unusually bright.

OXBOW ANIMAL HEALTH & CVHS HOST CE EVENT »

Take advantage of the exotic pet health and nutrition continuing education event Sunday, March 25 at McElroy Hall, 8:00 a.m - 5:00 p.m. Keynote speaker for the event is Jorg Mayer, DVM. Dr. Mayer is the small mammal associate professor of zoological medicine at the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Georgia. For details visit register for seminar.
It's FRIDAY! How do you hit reset? Once in a rare cosmic display of a blue super moon we see an anthropomorphic Gator in Stillwater. Welcome Dean Risco!

Tap... Tap, Tap.